Conflict in Palestine
A Research Guide

Name_______________________________ date____________ block_____ /30 points

Objectives:
1. Summarize arguments related to a controversial issue related to conflict in Palestine.
2. Evaluate arguments by proposing other perspectives.
3. Employ evidence and arguments to ask relevant and informed questions about this topic.

Directions: Use the site: http://israelpalestinian.procon.org/. You can use the link on our class page.

I. Issue and Question (1)
Select an issue related to this topic from those on this page. Write the issue title below.

Select a question related to this issue. Click the issue title to see a list of questions. Write the question below.

II. Summarize Arguments (opposite side of this page) -->

III. Evaluate the Arguments (5)
This site lists two options or perspectives.
Are these the only two perspectives possible? ____________
What is/are the other possible perspective(s) you can imagine?

IV Further Questions: (9)
We will be having an expert visit our campus during the next lesson. Please write three or more questions that you would like to ask related to this topic. Your questions must have evidence from either the pro-con sections or the general information section to be considered.

Example question format: Evidence or claim. Question?
It is claimed that Zionism is a terrorist movement since it took land from previous inhabitants to establish the state of Israel. What is your assessment of this claim?
II. Summarize Arguments (15)

Each question page is divided into three sections. Your job is to carefully read all three sections and summarize the main points of each section. Below each set of notes add a citation -- who is the author?

*Read the relatively unbiased "General Reference" notes about the question. Summarize the main points here.*

| Pro: Write the statement here: |
| Con: Write the statement here: |

| Summarize the main points here. |
| Summarize the main points here. |

Who was the author? Write the full citation below

Who was the author? Write the full citation below